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ONE YEAR ON01



Market returns in 2022 bear the scars of the fight against inflation & Russia

Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.

Global asset performance



US T-Bond yields and financial shocks US yield curve inversion steepest in 40 years

1. Financial shocks occur when rates rise fast



Chinese oil demand weak in 2022 while US oil reserves fall UK gas prices now below level on the eve of the Ukraine invasion

2. A global energy crisis avoided, just…

20% 
Fall



GLOBAL OUTLOOK02



PMI – World growing, EM stronger than DM, services stronger than manufacturing

Surveys suggest global growth stabilising

National PMI composites  - above 50 = expansion



The most anticipated recession not with us yet…

Global recession watch

G20 Quarterly GDP reports



Weaker commodity prices and well-anchored investment expectations

US inflation indicators gradually easing

US inflation tracker 



The expected peak in global interest rates 

Market expectation of peak rates rolling over in the face of banking crisis

Interest rates today:

US Fed Funds 4.75%

UK Base Rate 4%, 

ECB Deposit 2.5%



Federal Reserve will likely cut in 2024 when real rates 
are positive

Forecast trajectory of US interest rates and inflation

Percent 



UK  - NORMAL  
SERVICE RESUMES03



Current inflation expected to be the main driver of pay settlements in 2023

UK Inflation will fall fast as surge in service costs slows Strikes falls in Jan – cumulative total greatest since Thatcher years

UK: Pay pressure should moderate as inflation eases in H2
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Business investment can recover as risk of EU trade war recedes

UK: Can the ‘Windsor Framework’ boost investment?

Brexit has damaged business investment – Can PM Sunak reverse this?

UK signs of recovery

• Construction PMI +56

• UK Unemployment at 3.7% near all 
time low

• Personal debt service ratio low

• Energy prices now falling

• UK bank capital ratios strong

• Current government borrowing lower 
than expected



Rising corporate bond yields and (sadly) falls in post-COVID longevity are responsible

Source: Mercer January 2022

UK pension funding has moved into surplus…

Mercer’s pension analysis of FTSE 350 shows a £35bn surplus for end 2022  - in stark contrast to a £76bn deficit Dec 2021

Past performance is not a 
guide to future returns 
and may not be repeated.



Focus: Sterling can rally 8-10% to reach (PPP) fair value – our target is U$1.32-5

Sterling: Politically induced devaluations followed by recovery

Political shocks have defined sterling weakness – but after the shock the currency tends to recover much of the loss

Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.



MARKET RISKS04



Focus: Higher rates for longer,  high valuations vulnerable, risk of policy error high

Risk 1. Central bankers still face very tight labour markets

US labour shortage still needs to be addressed 

Federal Reserve Comment

‘The ultimate level of interest rates is 
likely to be higher than previously 

anticipated…restoring price stability will 
probably require that we maintain a 

restrictive policy for some time.’

Semiannual Monetary Policy Report to 
the Congress

Chair Jerome H. Powell March 2023



Focus: Strong global franchises & climate transition beneficiaries with robust order books

Earnings declines of 5-10% are normal in recessions Regional earnings growth for 2023 led by Europe

Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.

Risk 2. Profits could still fall sharply in a true global recession 



Focus: Portfolio insurance/higher cash levels, invest in energy pivot from Russia

Countries providing military aid to Ukraine 13m Ukrainians displaced by war* (UN Refugee Agency)

Source US Council on Foreign relations – Jan 2023
*By comparison Europe saw 1m African/Arab refugees in 2015 & 4m during the Yugoslav wars of the 1990’s

Risk 3: Is Ukraine now a global conflict?

‘US alone has spent $75bn in the last 12m supporting Ukraine’ 
CFR March 2023



LONG-TERM 
OPPORTUNITIES05



Focus: Increase EM & Asian exposure - focus on the EM consumer – carbon & commodities

Developing economies dominate global growth A weaker dollar is good for emerging world liquidity

Opportunity 1. The dollar correction begins – EM is a winner

Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.
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Focus: Greater earnings visibility argues for rising dividends/buy-backs

Supply chain pressures  fall to Pre-COVID levels Greater earnings visibility = stronger dividends/buybacks

Opportunity 2. Corporate supply chains have largely normalised

Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated.



Focus: Climate transition beneficiaries – Industrial/Hydrogen/Agri/Water/Buildings

Opportunity 3. The path to net zero will lead to an industrial boom

High value pools of climate transition investment accelerated by US Inflation Reduction Act ($370bn of clean energy spend)

More than $12 trillion in 
annual sales is expected in 

11 value pools such as 
transport, hydrogen and 

power by 2030.

US Inflation Reduction Act
European Green Deal

China Green Powerhouse

McKinsey Dec 2022



Global equity opportunities are clear but over-zealous central bankers are still a risk

Bonds
Neutral 
• Neutral Government Bonds – global inflationary pressures remain elevated but rates are close to peaking
• Neutral Investment Grade Credit – yields attractive – corporate balance sheets healthy

Equities

Underweight
• Near record corporate margins are exposed to global recession 
• Emerging markets offer opportunities in 2023 as China reopens and US Dollar weakens
• Equity insurance attractive as alternative to equity reduction

Alternatives

Overweight
• Underweight Correlated Alternatives – higher discount rates and worries over liquidity argues for caution 
• Strong Overweight Uncorrelated Alternatives as effective diversification – Carbon, Industrial metals
• Overweight positions in Gold as Dollar surge fades

Cash 
(tactical)

Neutral – STG recovery to continue

Risks
1. Inflation shock not yet abating: US Core inflation continues to accelerate in 2023 meaning higher rates for longer
2. Earnings risk not priced into equity valuations : Recession triggers sharp fall in global earnings & margins
3. Military challenges worsen: Putin escalates nuclear risk - China-Taiwan reunification risks rise –– North Korean missile tests 

Source: Sarasin & Partners, February 2023

Patience please – central banks are not quite finished

Global strategy update – February 2023



Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership 
registered in England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm 
reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on which the 
document is based has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not independently verified such 
information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without 
notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This 
can be as a result of market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future 
returns and may not be repeated. 

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied warranties or 
representations with respect to such data (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties 
of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect of any such data.  Without limiting any of the 
foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the data have any 
liability for any direct. indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such 
damages.  No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any 
consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a 
substitute for the exercise by the recipient of his or her own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or make 
use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the information upon which it is based, prior to publication of this document. If you are a private 
investor you should not rely on this document but should contact your professional adviser. 

© 2023 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP.
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